
When a group of industry veterans recognized the need for a 

superior collector-focused insurance solution that provides 

informed underwriting, expansive capacity and compassionate 

claims handling, Treadwell was created.

Preserving and protecting the world’s most distinguished 

collections is both a privilege and a weighty responsibility. We 

understand that a collection represents a significant emotional 

and financial investment that requires proactive loss preven-

tion and specialized protection. From antiques, watches and 

couture to classic autos, paintings and wine, our recognized 

expertise combined with solid financial backing allows you to 

enjoy your passion, knowing that we’ll be there for whatever 

lies ahead.
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Passion meets expertise

Philosophy – Our underwriting approach is flexible and pragmatic, 

providing customized solutions that complement your needs and 

just make sense. We can tailor each solution with a balance of 

coverage and limits to reflect your unique situation.

Broad Coverage – Our personal and institutional programs begin 

with "all risk" global coverage coupled with industry-leading 

capacity for both catastrophic and non-cat losses.

Loss Mitigation – We leverage decades of experience working 

on the front lines of the art and insurance worlds to help you 

protect your treasures from a myriad of risks.

Claims – Should a loss or damage occur, our seasoned claims 

experts respond swiftly, accessing our premiere network of 

valuers, conservators and art handlers leading to an efficient 

resolution and recovery.

Learn More
Our executive team is comprised of insurance professionals 

with specialized training and decades of experience who are 

also collectors, so we understand what influences value, how 

works of art move from place to place, and what can harm 

collections over time.

�e Treadwell® Di�erence

Speak with your independent broker about the unique needs 

of your collection and explore what Treadwell can do for you at 

treadwell.co



Treadwell is offered through Applied Fine Art & Collections®, an indepen-

dent affiliate of Applied Underwriters, Inc., a global risk services firm 

renowned for its innovative approach to client care, principled underwrit-

ing, and financial strength. With operational headquarters in Omaha, 

Nebraska, Applied Underwriters operates widely throughout the US, UK, 

EU and Middle East.

Together, we offer up our demonstrated ability to lead the industry in risk 

analysis and underwriting, powered by an entrepreneurial mindset and 

the strength of large-scale global resources.

The independent affiliates at Applied Underwriters have access to 

Applied’s deep corporate and intellectual resources, and Applied stands 

behind the financial responsibilities of all of its consolidated operating 

companies. Each affiliate adheres to Applied’s corporate audit, cybersecu-

rity, and risk management standards. The managing partner of an 

independent affiliate has decision-making authority over most business 

matters including underwriting, distribution, reinsurance, and choice of 

carrier.

Coverages are provided through North American Casualty Co.®, rated ‘A’ 

(Excellent) by AM Best, Financial Size Category: XI.

An Independent A�liate of 
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Contact us

inquiries@treadwell.co

+1 (877) 234-4450

Location

1120 Avenue of the Americas. 21st Floor 

New York, NY 10036


